
Answer the questions below. You will find the answers in our 
Indigenous Trail video or Indigenous Trail sign images.

This quiz can be completed in teams or individually. Good Luck!

Group Name:

INDIGENOUS TRAIL QUIZ

Indigenous Trail Quiz

1. Whereabouts on camp does the Indigenous Trail start? 

2. How many interpretive signs are there along the Indigenous Trail?  
There are            in total.

3. What year was our Indigenous trail created?

4. Name as many animals as you can that are painted on the aboriginal artworks 
along the trail.

5. Who were the local Aboriginal artists who helped paint the aboriginal artworks 
including the totem poles at the front of camp? 

6. Name an edible plant along the Indigenous Trail that can be used in salads.

7. What does this plant taste like? 

8. What type of kangaroo is a “Macropus Giganteus”? 

9. What is the name of our resident kangaroo at camp?  
How can we distinguish him from other Kangaroos?

10. What are two positive effects that a fire could have on the environment?
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11. What body part can you see most, on the aboriginal artworks around camp?

12. What colour are the Chocolate Lily flowers?

13. What months can the Chocolate Lily flower be seen in bloom?

14. Name an edible plant that can be used for medicinal purposes. 

15. Blackwood has many different functional uses for the Indigenous people.  
Can you name two? 

16. What do the traditional colours on the Aboriginal flag represent?  

BLACK - 

RED -  

YELLOW –

17. TRUE OR FALSE - The Austral Grass Tree (Xanthorrhoea Australis) is the third most 
common species of Grass Tree in Victoria? 

18. How does the Austral Grass Tree regenerate?

19. How did the Wathaurong people use the Austral Grass Tree?

20. What animal can be seen at the bottom of every sign along the trail?


